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DeClout Ventures Embarks on Maiden Investment  

in Video Analytics Specialist Vi Dimensions 

 

Singapore, 28 September 2018 – The Board of Directors of SGX Catalist-listed DeClout 

Limited (“DeClout”, and together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) is pleased to 

announce that DeClout Ventures Pte. Ltd. (“DeClout Ventures”), an indirect joint 

venture company of the Group, has embarked on its maiden investment in Vi 

Dimensions Pte. Ltd. (“Vi Dimensions”). 

 

The investment is in line with the overall business strategy of DeClout to identify 

emerging trends, and leverage on its track record to incubate and scale businesses 

for harvest.  

 

Founded in 2015 by Mr Raymond Looi and Dr Christopher Tay, homegrown Vi 

Dimensions has deep domain expertise in video surveillance and analytics.  

 

Vi Dimensions’ flagship product, Abnormality Recognition Video Analytic System 

(“ARVAS”), offers advanced solutions in the areas of physical security, smart cities and 

Big Data analytics – areas which DeClout has identified as future engines for growth.  

 

Its proprietary machine learning algorithms and technology include a smart detection 

system that uses a patent pending approach to identify abnormal events in real-time, 

without the requirement to first define rules for detection. 

 

The new funding of up to S$500,000 from DeClout Ventures1 seeks to continue and 

further accelerate Vi Dimensions’ business expansion plans in US and Europe. The 

investment also allows DeClout’s subsidiary, Beaqon Pte. Ltd., to leverage on Vi 

Dimensions’ unique solution in the areas of security surveillance and smart-city 

solutions, as it seeks to evolve into a leading Digital Network Infrastructure Solutions 

Provider in Southeast Asia. 

 

DeClout Ventures’ investment is made under the third instalment of the National 

Research Foundation Singapore’s Early Stage Venture Fund (“ESVFIII”).  Under ESVFIII, 

DeClout was awarded a S$10 million venture capital fund, on a matching basis, to 

                                                 
1 The investment in Vi Dimensions is not expected to have any material impact on the net tangible assets 

or earnings per share of the Group for the financial year ending 31 December 2018. 
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invest in technology startups based in Singapore. DeClout Ventures’ investment focus 

is on disruptive start-ups in the digital economy, including Big Data analytics, smart 

logistics, cyber security and financial technology (fintech).  

Mr Lim Swee Yong, Head of DeClout Investments, said, “We are delighted to further 

cement our relationship with Vi Dimensions. The investment in Vi Dimensions – which 

has proven capabilities in real-time analytics for video surveillance – complements 

our overall strategy to continuously identify, incubate, scale and create mutually 

rewarding exit strategies that can enhance value for stakeholders.” 

“We are happy to deepen this partnership with DeClout as we see synergy with their 

surveillance business. It is also a vote of confidence from an experienced industry 

player that our technology has its unique propositions which can value-add to their 

security solutions.” said Mr Raymond Looi, Co-founder/CEO of Vi Dimensions.  

 

– End – 

 

 

About DeClout Limited 

 

Headquartered in Singapore and listed on the Catalist Board of the SGX-ST since 2012, 

DeClout has a vast network across Asia-Pacific, the Americas, Europe and Africa.  

 

DeClout is a global builder of next-generation Information and Communications 

Technologies companies and invests in, incubates and scales companies to become 

global or regional market leaders. The Group has built an exceptional track record in 

building companies for harvests and has generated good investment returns.  

  

The Group’s portfolio companies are grouped into two core business segments –             

IT Infrastructure Sales and Services (“IT Infra”) and Vertical Domain Clouds (“VDC”).  

The IT Infra segment forms the building blocks of all technology and marketplace 

companies and comprises two portfolio companies – Beaqon and Procurri.  The VDC 

segment consists of domain-focused platforms and communities with network-effects 

which redefine business and lifestyle trends and consists of two portfolio companies – 

Corous360 and vCargo Cloud. 

 

For more information, please visit www.declout.com  
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About Vi Dimensions Pte. Ltd. 

 

Vi Dimensions was founded in 2015 with the simple idea that video analytics can be 

done in a much better and efficient way with the goal to revolutionize safe city 

surveillance harnessing thousands of cameras.  

 

Vi Dimensions’ vision and mission are to revolutionize the surveillance industry in terms 

of providing a better way of monitoring CCTV cameras to detect abnormal events 

and behaviours which could lead to improvements in safety and security throughout 

the world. 

 

For more information, please visit www.vidimensions.com  

 

 

 

For media and analyst enquiries, please contact: 

         

Charlene Chen    Toh Wei Lin 

DeClout Limited    DeClout Limited 

Tel: +65 6818 1807   Tel: +65 6818 1808 

charlene.chen@declout.com  weilin.toh@declout.com  

 

WeR1 Consultants Pte Ltd     

Tel : +65 6737 4844     

declout@wer1.net  
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This news release has been prepared by the Company and its contents have been 

reviewed by the Company’s sponsor, SAC Capital Private Limited (“Sponsor”), for 

compliance with the relevant rules of the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading 

Limited (“SGX-ST”). The Sponsor has not independently verified the contents of this 

news release. 

 

This news release has not been examined or approved by the SGX-ST and the SGX-ST 

assumes no responsibility for the contents of this news release including the 

correctness of any of the statements or opinions made or reports contained in this 

news release. 

 

The contact person for the Sponsor is Ms Lee Khai Yinn (Tel: (65) 6232 3210) at 1 

Robinson Road, #21-00 AIA Tower, Singapore 048542.  


